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INTRODUCTION
Modeling of compressional P wave propagation in seismic Earth models is probably the application of acoustic motion with the highest demand of high performance computing. Explicit finite differences (FD) are still the most widely used discretization technique in this field because of its simple formulation and implementation even on complex geological media (see [12] for a review of multiple formulations). FD acoustic solvers are also amenable for domain decomposition and code parallelization, and particularly, GPU-CUDA implementations have recently increased mainly on 3-D domains (for instance, [1, 16, 17] ). However, these GPU-based methods are still being developed on 2-D domains given their potential use on computationally intensive applications for seismic imaging [2] , inversion of source location [11] , parametric studies on water immersed bodies [18] , and also represent useful prototypes in anticipation to their generalization to 3-D as well [30] .
Modern seismic FD methods perform the spatial discretization of the acoustic wave model on staggered grids (SG). On these grids, each wave field is computed at a separate nodal grid displaced by half of the grid spacing (in one or more directions) from the remaining individual grids. The advantage of such geometrical distribution of discrete values is that each scalar field is located at the center of those it depends upon, and numerical differentiation gains accuracy by halving the grid step [9, 19, 31] . Grid staggering has been also sucessfully applied for FD simulations of wave propagation in the case of more general elastic or viscoelastic media [10, 13, 32] . Regardless the material rheology, accuracy and computational efficiency of FD modeling of seismic motion depend on the implementation of free surfaces (FS) and absorbing boundary conditions (ABC). The former techniques are used to model the Earth-Atmosphere interface, and low dispersive and efficient modeling of surface waves have been achieved by using lateral FD discretization of null pressure (or traction free) boundary conditions. On planar FS, this type of implementation was employed by Kristek and collaborators by means of Taylor-based FD stencils [14] , and then by Rojas and co-workers in the case of second-and fourth-order accurate mimetic formulas [22, 25] . The concept of mimetic FD discretization is breifly introduced in the next paragraph, and applied to the acoustic model in the following section. On the other hand, ABC are differential operators designed to avoid artificial wave reflections at the boundaries of a finite simulation domain. Clayton and Enquist [3] propose FD implementations of ABC based on paraxial approximations of the twoway wave equation that only model the outward-moving energy impinging domain boundaries. Later, Reynolds [20] constructs a family of splitting operators for acoustic and elastic media. The application of Reynolds' ABC proceed by compositions of first order differential operators that progressively increase their effectiveness and implementation complexity. Recently, Solano and co-authors in [27] implement a second-order FD method for the acoustic wave equation on 1-D and 2-D rectangular SG, where lateral mimetic discretization of FS and ABC result crucial for the global accuracy. This scheme incorporates the first order Reynolds' ABC operators that show enough efficiency on standard seismic tests.
The extense work of Samarsky [26] on constructing conservative FD has evolved into two modern methods on SG. The first one is based on two discrete support operators, a Divergence D and a Gradient G, both providing second-order accuracy at interior grid points, but reduced to first order at domain boundaries. This method has been extensively applied to diffusion, electromagnetic, and viscoelastic problems even on non uniform meshes (see [15] for a general review, and also [10] for the latter application). The second family of conservative D and G, exhibits second-, fourth-, and sixth-order accuracy along all grid locations including boundaries and were proposed by Castillo and collaborators in [5] and later reformulated in [4] . For a rigorous numerical treatment of Neumann and Robin boundary conditions, Castillo and Yasuda [7] introduce an operator B to approximate boundary fluxes of a given vector field. These new operators D, G, and B, are referred as mimetic because in combination to the numerical solution to a boundary value problem, satisfy a particular discrete version of Gauss' Divergence theorem. Applications of mimetic D and G to 2-D wave propagation reduce to works on cartesian SG by Rojas and coauthors focused on modeling shear ruptures [23, 24] , and surface Rayleigh waves [25] . Recently, De La Puente in [8] employs mimetic D and G on 3-D curvilinear structured meshes to study seismic motion acounting for irregular topographic effects. To our knowledge, the full set of mimetic D, G, and B has been only applied to wave propagation problems by Solano and collaborators in [27] and [28] .
This paper focuses on the progressive optimization and parallelization of the 1-D and 2-D mimetic Solano's methods on available multi-core (CPU) and many-core (GPU) architectures. The parallel CPU code version takes advantage of the Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) found in modern microprocessors to exploit built-in capabilities. Then, this code incorporates parallel strategies to use all available cores in a given CPU by means of OpenMP directives. This finetuned CPU version was later compared to a massively parallelized CUDA code that also implements the same mimetic methods on a GPU platform. Thus, we carry out a comparative performance analysis of both parallel versions and report speed up of global simulation times. These implementations correspond to the first parallel versions of Castillo type mimetic FD schemes for acoustic wave propagation.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 gives a brief review of the mimetic discretization framework and presents Solano's algorithms for 1-D and 2-D acoustic wave propagation, that we use in our parallel implementations. In section 3, we describe available architecture and chosen application sceneries, in addition to our CPU and GPU parallel code versions. Section 4 compares the speed up of the execution time spent by both parallel implementations. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our conclusions and points out new directions for future works.
MIMETIC METHODS FOR SOLVING THE ACOUSTIC WAVE EQUATION
This section presents an overview of the mimetic acoustic solvers proposed by Solano in [27] for 1-D and 2-D spatial domains. We make a special emphasys on the different FD stencils that conform both numerical schemes giving their crucial implications on the parallel implementations discussed in this paper. In [27] , acoustic wave propagation is modeled by the second order differential equation
where c is the wave speed, f is a source term, and the physical interpretation of the unknown scalar function u depends on the spatial dimension. Symbols ∇· and ∇ represent the divergence and gradient operators, respectively, widely used in the field of Mathematical
Physics. Particular solutions of (1) require appropriate initial and boundary conditions. In seismic applications, the former usually correspond to the homogeneous case u = ∂u ∂t = 0, while the latter result a combination of FS and ABC conditions. In the 1-D case, Solano in [27] considers u as the particle displacement, and implements the following boundary conditions
In the case that f 1 (t) = f 2 (t) = 0, above equations represent a FS condition at x = 0, and the first order Reynolds' ABC operator at x = 1. 
Mimetic discretization
Generally speaking, the mimetic discretization of boundary value problems stated above proceeds on a SG by substituting the continuous differential operators gradient ∇, divergence ∇·, and the normal derivative ( ∂ ∂ n ) at boundaries by the discrete FD approximations G, D, and BG, proposed in [4] and [7] . The operator ( ∂ ∂ n ), also known as flux operator in diffusion applications, corresponds to any of the spatial derivates appearing on boundary conditions (2), (3), (4), and (5). In Appendix, we briefly present the matrix representation of 1-D second-order accurate G, D, and B operators that produce the whole set of FD stencils of Solano's mimetic acoustic schemes, in one and two dimensions. For the sake of completeness, we also transcribe these mimetic stencils on this Appendix, but refer the interested reader to original references [4] and [7] for construction details and properties of G, D, and B, as well as to Solano's work in [27] for the complete formulation and convergence analysis of acoustic solvers subject of this paper. An important property of these schemes is the use of explicit numerical integrations for time derivates present in the acoustic equation and boundary 5 conditions, and therefore computer implementations do not require linear solvers or costly matrix inversion strategies. In this section, we limit ourselves to illustrate the grid distribution of unknown u values on the 1-D and 2-D mimetic grids, each of which must be computed by an individual FD stencil from approximations for previous times. This whole set of different stencils is also shown in a programmer friendly fashion on grid illustrations. The mimetic discretization grid for the acoustic model (1), (4) and (5) Here, we briefly describe the computer architecture used to implement and speed up our mimetic acoustic methods. This architecture is an Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU with 6 cores working at a 2.3 GHz clock speed, with 15 MB of cache memory, and access to two GTX 670 GPU cards. On the architecture, the operating system is the 7.1 version of CentOS. improved our C code and achieved the best performance in our numerical tests [21, 29] .
This −O3 flag automatically introduces the following software optimization techniques: loop unrolling, function inlining and automatic vectorization.
A vectorized code.
To fully exploit the benefits of CPU vectorization, we implement a new code with both SSE and AVX intrinsic functions, explicitly coded in our schemes'
programs. An appropriate use of these intrinsic functions require a specific memory alignment 
. For the specific case of AVX functions, eight float values can be loaded into a vector register (the register length is 256 bits). Once all values required for U k+1 i,j update have been loaded, the stencil arithmetic operations is performed by using these vector registers.
Some of intrinsic functions involved in this process are mm256 mul ps( m256 a, m256 b), mm256 add ps( m256 a, m256 b) and mm256 sub ps(m256 a, m256 b). In the SSE case, the number of float values stored by a register reduces from eight to four, and also slightly change the names of some intrinsic functions names with respect to AVX. Figure 5 illustrates U k+1 i,j values whose computation have been vectorized according to detailed capabilities. It is worthy to note that there is an alternative set of vector instructions for larger registers known as AVX2 (the register length is 512 bits). However, this instruction set has been omitted in this work due to hardware limitations. It is expected that results derived from current analysis could be easily extrapolated to the AVX2 instruction set.
3.2.3. Vectorized and parallelized implementation. The next step after explicit SSE/AVX vectorization is loop parallelization by using OpenMP. OpenMP allows us to take full advantage of Intel multi-core CPU architectures. In our OpenMP loop parallelization, we have taken into account two intrinsic aspects of our numerical discretization: (i) data dependencies, and (ii) each loop collects the common set of updating instructions applied on a particular grid zone (boundary, near boundary, or interior nodes). We keep using SSE/AVX vectorization, so we actually update 4/8 grid nodes in each loop iteration, which are processed in parallel along the available microprocessor cores. As an example, we below present a generic parallel loop incluiding these ideas Increasing the number of threads over the number of cores usually entails an overhead due to communication conflicts, whereas using less threads than available cores might lead to an underuse of a multi-core platform.
GPU implementations
3.3.1. One-GPU: A parallel CUDA code on a 1 GPU card. Once CPU parallelization has been appropriately exploited, we address a new GPU implementation of our numerical schemes.
On the architecture, the programming language is CUDA C based on the nvcc compiler.
We then migrate our original sequential C code to the CUDA programming paradigm, and the new algorithm is shown in figure 6 . To exploit the potential of a CUDA kernel, it is 10 B. OTERO ET AL. Figure 6 . General flowchart of a One-GPU CUDA code for mimetic acoustic wave simulations necessary to split the whole computation process into several kernels, each one carrying out the update of a particular group of locally closed nodes on the spatial grid, and by means of a serialized instruction set with enough computational load [21] . Below, we also present a code with example lines to write a CUDA kernel that updates U k+1 values at interior grid nodes (shown with triangle marks in figure 2 ). 
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A PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF A MIMETIC FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME 11 invoking the kernels. This action improves the overall performance by reducing overhead due to continuous CPU -GPU transfers. Next step implements the time iteration where updating kernels, previously declared and appropriately sized, are launched in each cycle. Lastly, the vector with final values after simulation time is spent are transfered to host (CPU) memory.
Two-GPU:
A CUDA parallel code on 2 GPU cards. Our main idea when programming on this system is equally splitting the total amount of grid nodes into both GPUs. In this way, each GPU works on updating half of the solution values in parallel to the other one.
Due to the spatial dependencies of FD stencil computation and considering that there is no a direct visibility between memories of both GPUs, a synchronization step must be implemented at each time iteration. This synchronization can be carried out by a Peer-to-Peer communication between both GPUs, which avoids involving the CPU in the process and a potential bottleneck. Figure 7 shows this Two-GPU scheme. It is obvious, that by halving the whole computation load an important reduction of the computational load is experienced by each GPU, in comparison to the One-GPU CUDA implementation. This reduction load leads naturally a decay of each GPU utilization and computational cost, as we discuss in next section.
RESULTS
Before presenting the performance results achieved by our CPU and GPU codes, we would like to point out that in the CPU case, performance improvements are cumulative and only the final explicitly vectorized and parallel implementation is considered for comparison against GPU results.
As an interesting reference for numerical developer colleagues, we first report on improvements with respect to original non-optimized MATLAB versions of our acoustic solvers.
In the cases of finest grids, the new vectorized and parallel CPU version achieves time reductions up to 730 times (grid size n = 60000) and 1504 times (grid size nxn for n = 5000) for 1-D and 2-D spatial domains, respectively. On the other hand, new GPU implementations are even faster than the CPU ones since new execution times correspond to fractions The memory bandwidth reached by both GPU implementations is 5.6 GB/s with an average throughput of 480 Kb. Additionally, the memory usage corresponds to 1.41 MB on the same highly-resolved grid. All these performance metrics has been reported by the NVIDIA Visual Profiler. In the particular case of our CUDA implementations, we have verified that the amount of GFLOPS given by thus profiler agree with our theoretical estimates.
From these results, we next isolate execution times of all four 1-D parallel implementations: the (C and C+SSE+OpenMP) CPU codes, and (One-GPU and Two-GPU) CUDA codes.
Relative to the C code, One-GPU results competitive after n = 400 and advantageous for grids with 1600 cells and finer with a speed up that exceeds 10, and finally reaches a notorious improvement of 106.9 when n = 60000. Now, the relative speed up achieved by Two-GPU CUDA code is about 1.42 on grids with n = 1000, and steadily increases to nearly 96.04 for n = 60000. Figure 9 depicts these time ratios for all grid sizes considered in our tests, and also compares the speed up in log scale of both CUDA codes using the best CPU implementation C+SSE+OpenMP as reference. In this case, One-GPU reaches a modest improvement of 8.54
when n = 60000, while Two-GPU CUDA implementation starts being competitive for n = 6000
with a speed up of 1.55 than later improves to 7.67 for n = 60000. We additionally compare the execution times of both CUDA implementations on our 1-D experiments, and time ratios of Two-GPU using One-GPU as reference are shown in log scale in figure 10 . Unfortunately, Two-GPU results do not improve One-GPU times, and actually are quite similar. The computational utilization is a metric related to the efficiency of a CUDA implementation, and measures the throughput achieved by a GPU platform when available resources are occupied to the maximum extent. In our case, this metric depends on the volume of computational load, and when this volume is not enough to fully exploit GPU resources, the utilization is not optimal. In the case of our Two-GPU CUDA implementation, we have divided the whole computation load between two GPUs, but find that even on those highly refined grids where numerical errors almost reach machine precision, each load is not big enough to fully utilize each GPU resources. In fact, the NVIDIA visual profiler showed how the Two-GPU CUDA code attains a computing utilization under 23% for a grid size of n = 60000, while
One-GPU reaches a higher 91% on same grid. Now, we focus on numerical experiments on 2-D spatial domains where a higher volume of computational data and more complex data dependencies, with respect to the 1-D case, make results significantly different. Figure 11 shows the speed-up reached by all CPU vectorized implementations relative to the simple C solver. Similar to the 1-D case, we also observe here that the performance of vectorized SSE and AVX codes is very similar to one on C −O3 simulations on most grids.
Again, this C solver is benefit from the automatic vectorization enabled by the compilation flag O3. On the other hand, for n = 1200 the C+AVX+OpenMP implementation achieves a significant speed up of 8.86 respect to the C solver, and the C+SSE+OpenMP also reaches a gain little above 8. Data associated to these tests take nearly half of the capacity of the CPU L3 cache memory. Under this condition, using intrinsic functions and multi-threading allow taking full advantage of all resources available at the microprocessor. For n ≥ 1400, relative performances of both OpenMP-based implementations steadily decay mainly due to memory saturation (Cache misses) until reach a speed up of 2 on simulations with n = 2000.
As memory allocation increases with n beyond the L3 cache memory capacity, the performance of these vectorized codes is affected and steadily follows same speed up level. Similar to the 1-D vectorized CPU codes, figure 11 also illutrates that C+AVX+OpenMP and C+SSE+OpenMP execution times are comparable, and there is a minor speed-up gain showed by the former on coarse grids, n ≤ 1400. For a grid size of n = 5000, calculations of the One-GPU CUDA implementation spends about 42.36 GFLOPS, while the Two-GPU CUDA code performs nearly 77.07 GFLOPS. The memory usage is close to 300 MB on these highly-resolved It is worthy to note that both GPUs are physically connected to a PCIe bus, in such a way that the overall bus performance is just x8 instead of x16. Physical dimensions of GPU cards are incompatible with respect to the gap between PCIe connections in the main board, so there is no way to connect both GPUs to the PCIe slots and ensure a performance of x16. However, our final speed up results and bandwidth profiling measurements indicate that this hardware issue does not affect the overall performance in a significant way. The bus speed in inter-GPU communications is close to 70% of the PCIex8, whereas the bandwidth of Host-to-Device (HtD)
transactions reaches a 100% of the total PCIex8 speed. It is worth to note that the transaction Device-to-Device (DtD) in 1-D test were far from the bandwidth achieved for the 2-D case.
We mainly attribute the speed reduction in Two-GPU communications on 1-D simulations to the low amount of data transferred in each HtD communication, or the pattern followed by the data. These transactions do not exploit the maximum PCIe bus speed. On the other hand, higher performances observed on 2-D simulations are partially due to communications take place at almost the maximum bus speed, and bigger amount of data are transferred in a single message (variable and matrix initializations, and result retrieval). In these tests, DtD speed is not limited by the x8 setup and HtD transactions only occur at the beginning and the end of our simulations. Since HtD operations represent a small fraction compared to the computation time, the impact of achieving x16PCIe bus performance would not change our global results in great manner.
In figure 12 , we show the speed up achieved by both CUDA solvers with respect to C and C+AVX+OpenMP CPU implementations, on our 2-D numerical tests. Relative to the C solver, One-GPU reaches a gain of 12.28 in the most-refined grid case (n = 5000), while the speed up accomplished by Two-GPU is 23.06 on same test. Now, taken the vectorized C+AVX+OpenMP simulation as reference on same grid, we observe a speed up of 6.23 and 11.7
on One-GPU and Two-GPU calculations, respectively. These 2-D Two-GPU results represent a performance gain relative to the implementation on 1-D, which is attributed to an increase of 60% of GPU utilization under a higher data and processing demand. In all these experiments, Two-GPU presents a consistently better performance compared to One-GPU, and particularly for n ≥ 5000, this gain is about 6 speed up units. Again, the higher occupancy of both GPU's resources (with a peak of 84%) leads to this performance superiority on dense grids. Finally, we additionally compare the performance of this Two-GPU implementation against to the One-GPU CUDA code. The former shows a steady speed up of 1.88 over the latter on dense grids with n ≥ 2000. We finally extend our CUDA implementations to a platform with two GPU cards (Two-GPU version). Relative to the best CPU code, the new implementation manages to be 11.7 times faster in 2-D tests with very fine discretizations. In any other case, execution times of the Two-GPU CUDA implementation are comparable or even worse because of the low computational load. Our results confirm the well known fact that CUDA potential is better exhibited under high computational loads, as in the case of 2-D tests with computing utilization up to 90.4%, in comparison to less demanding 1-D tests with 23% utilization, at the most. We finally perform 2-D tests on a broad range of grid sizes, and observe that Two-GPU CUDA is nearly twice faster than the One-GPU solver. These last experiments represent perfect realizations of the theoretical expectation after doubling the hardware GPU capacity.
APPENDIX: MIMETIC OPERATORS AND FD STENCILS IN 1-D AND 2-D DOMAINS
On the 1-D staggered grid described in section 2 with n cells and constant step h, second-order mimetic finite differences can be comprised into the following matrix operators . Notice that null D rows also permit a natural superposition of Neumann-or Robin-type boundary conditions with interior Laplacian approximation on the final mimetic discretization operator (DG + BG).
The collection of FD stencils for the mimetic solution of (1), (2) , and (3), on the 1-D grid depicted in figure 1 result from combining approximations in DG + BG for the spatial terms to a mixed time integration given by the Leapfrog schemes at grid centers x 1 2 , . . . , x n− 1 2 , and a simple forward difference at boundary x n , for time steps t k = k∆t. These stencils are transcribed below in the special case of f 1 (t) = f 2 (t) = 0 and c = 1. (ii) Nodes on the left and right edges, U i,j for i ∈ {0, n} and j = Above, subindices with optional sings ± or ∓ must be taken with the top choice at grid points closer to the bottom or left edges, while the bottom sign must be used at grid locations closer to the top or right boundaries.
